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PRE FACE.

THE object of this work is to reduce the well-known

theory of the cubic parabola or multiform compound

curve, used as a transition curve, to a practical and con-

venient form for ordinary field work.

The applicability of this curve to the purpose in-

tended has been fully demonstrated in theory and prac-

tice by others, but the method of locating the curve on

the ground has been left too much in the mazes of

algebra, or else has been described as a system of off-

sets, or fudging. Where a system of deflection angles

has been given,- the range
of spirals furnished has been

much too limited for ge^r&^nictice. In consequence

the great majority of engineers have contented them-

selves with locating circular curves only, leaving to the

trackman the task of adjusting the track, not to the

centres given near the tangent points, but to such an

approximation to the spiral as he could give "by eye."

The method here described is that of transit and

chain, analogous to the method of running circular

curves
;

it is quite as simple in practice, and as accu-

rate in result. No offsets need be measured, and the

curve thus staked out is willingly followed by the track-

men because it
"
looks right," and is right.

The preliminary labor of selecting a proper spiral for

a given case, and of calculating the necessary distances

to locate it at the proper place on the line, is here ex-

plained, and reduced to the simplest method. Many of
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IV PREFACE.

the quantities required have been worked out and tabu-

lated once for all, leaving only those values to be found

which are peculiar to the individual case in hand. A
large number of spirals are thus prepared, and their

essential parts are given in Table III.

In section 22 is developed the method of applying

spirals to existing circular curves, without altering the

length of line, or throwing the track off of the road bed,
an important item to roads already completed. Table

V. contains samples of this kind of work arranged in

order, so that, by a simple interpolation, the proper se-

lection can be made in a given case.

The series of spirals given in Table III. are obtained

by a simple variation of the chord-length, while the de-

flections and central angles remain constant. This is

the converse of our series of circular curves, in which

the chord is constantly 100 feet, while the deflections

and central angles take a series of values.

The multiform compound curve has been chosen as

the basis of the system, rather than the cubic parabola,

because, while there is no practical difference in the

two, the former is more in keeping with ordinary field

methods, and is far more convenient for the calculation

and tabulation of values in terms of the chord-unit, or of

measurement along the curve. While the several com-

ponent arcs of the spiral are thus assumed to be circu-

lar, yet the chord-points are points of a true spiral, to

which the track naturally conforms when laid according

to the chord-points given as centres.

The "
Railroad Spiral

"
is in the nature of a sequel to

"
Field Engineering ;

"
the same system of notation is

adopted, and any tables referred to, but not given here,

will be found in that work.

WM. H. SEARLES, C. E.
NEW YORK, July i, 1882.
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THE RAILROAD SPIRAL.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

I. ON a straight line a railway track should be level

transversely ;
on a curve the outer rail should be raised

an amount proportional to the degree of curve. At the

tangent point of a circular curve both of these condi-

tions cannot be realized, and some compromise is usually

adopted, by which the rail is gradually elevated for

some distance on the tangent, so as to gain at the tan-

gent point either the full elevation required for the

curve, or else three-quarters or a half of it, as the case

may be. The consequence of this, and of the abrupt

change of direction at the point of curve, is to give the

car a sudden shock and unsteadiness of motion, as it

passes from the tangent to the curve.

The railroad spiral obviates these difficulties entirely,

since it not only blends insensibly with the tangent on

the one side, and with the circle on the other, but also

affords sufficient space between the two for the proper
elevation of the outer rail. Moreover, since the curva-

ture of the spiral increases regularly from the tangent
to the circle, and the elevation of the outer rail does

the same, the one is everywhere exactly proportional to

the other, as it should be. The use of the spiral allows

i



2 THE RAILROAD SPIRAL.

the track to remain level transversely for the whole

length of the tangent, and yet to fie fully inclined for

the whole length of the circle, since the entire change
in inclination takes place on the spiral.

2. The office of the spiral is not to supersede the cir-

cular curve, but to afford an easy and gradual transition

from tangent to curve, or vice versa, in regard both to

alignment and to the elevation of the outer rail. A
spiral should not be so short as to cause too abrupt a

rise in the outer rail, nor yet so long as to render the

rise almost imperceptible, and therefore difficult of ac-

tual adjustment. Within these limits a spiral may be

of any length suited to the requirements of the curve

or the conditions of the locality. To suit every case in

practice an extensive list of spirals is required from

which to select.
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CHAPTER II.

THEORY OF THE SPIRAL.

3. THE Railroad Spiral is a compound curve closely

resembling the cubic parabola ;
it is very flat near the

tangent, but rapidly gains any desired degree of curva-

ture.

The spiral is constructed upon a series of chords of

equal length, and the curve is compounded at the end

of each chord. The chords subtend circular arcs, and

the degree of curve of the first arc is made the com-

mon difference for the degrees of curve of the suc-

ceeding arcs. Thus, if the degree of curve of the first

arc be o ic/j that of the second will be o 20', of the

third, o 30', &c.

The spiral is assumed to leave the tangent at the be-

ginning of the first chord, at a tangent point known as

the Point of Spiral, and designated by the initials P. S.
r

or on the diagrams by the letter S.

4. To determine the co-ordinates of the sev-

eral chord extremities, let the point S be taken as

the origin of co-ordinates, the tangent through S as the

axis of Y, and a perpendicular through S as the axis of

X. Then x, y, will represent the co-ordinates of any

point of compound curvature in the spiral, x being the

perpendicular offset from the point to the tangent, and

y the distance on the tangent from the origin to that

offset.

For the purpose of calculation let us assume 100 feet

as the chord-length, and o 10' as the degree of curve of
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the first arc of a given spiral. Then, since the degree

of curve is an angle at the centre of a circle subtended

by a chord of 100 feet, the central angle of the first

chord is 10', of the second 20', of the third 30', &c., and

the angles which the chords make with the tangent are :

For ist chord, Y x 10' =
5'

" 2d -

u
10' + 1 X 20 = 20'

"
3d

"
10' + 20' 4- i x 30' = 45'

"
4th

"
10' + 20 + 30 + i x 40 = 80'

&c., &c., &c.,

or in general the inclination of any chord to the tan-

gent at S is equal to half the central angle subtended

by that chord added to the central angles of all the

preceding chords. If now we consider the tangent as

a meridian, the latitude of a chord will be the product of

the chord by the cosine of its inclination, and its depart-

ure will be the product of the chord by the sine of its

inclination to the tangent. A summation of the several

latitudes for a series of chords will give us the required

values of
_>',

and a summation of the several departures

will give us the required values of x. By the aid of a

table of sines and cosines, we may therefore readily pre-

pare the following statement :

Chord.
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5. To calculate the deflection angles of the

Spiral ;
Inst. at S. If in the diagram, Fig. i, we

draw the long chords 82, 83, 84, &c., g

we may easily determine the angle /,

which any long chord makes with the

tangent by means of the co-ordinates

of the further extremity of the chord,

for

x
tan / = .

y

Having calculated a series of values

of the angle /, we may lay out the

spiral on the ground by transit deflec-

tions from the tangent, the transit t>

ing at the point S.

The statement of the calculation is

as follows :

FIG

Point.
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FIG. 2.

has been calculated, and these are

the only deflections needed for field

use when the entire spiral is visible

from S.

6. To calculate the deflection

angles when the transit is at any
other chord-point than S : Sup-

pose the transit at point I, Fig. 2.

In the diagram draw through the

point i a line parallel to the tangent

at S, and also the long chords 1-3,

1-4, &c., and let a { represent the

angle between any one of these long

chords and the parallel. Then, from

the right-angled triangles of the dia-

gram we have the following expres-

sions :

For point 2, tan #, = - ^ =
Q
= .00582.

y* y\ 99-998

xz .\\ 1.891"
3, tan a, = - -~~ = .00945.

y, -yi I99*989

4, tan #! =

&c.,

4.218

299.968
&c.

= .01411.

But these are better worked by logarithms, and the

values of a l found directly from the logarithmic tan-

gent.

Let s the spiral angle = the angle subtended by

any number of spiral chords, beginning at S. Then

s = the sum of the central angles of the several chords

considered
;
and it therefore equals the angle between
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8 THE RAILROAD SPIRAL.

and since for point 2, s = 20', we have :

Point. Angle a^. Angle i.

3 55'
'

.

o 15'

30

&c.,

32 30
&c.

The instrument will read zero on the auxiliary tangent

through the point 2, the back deflection to the point i

is half the central angle under the second chord, or 10',

and the back deflection to S is the difference between

S? and the deflection at S for point 2, or 30' 12' 30"

17' 30". We thus may complete the table of deflections

for the instrument at point 2.

By a similar process the deflections required at any
other chord-point may be deduced. It should be noted,

however, in forming the table, that the back deflection

5 \ ,y to any point is equal to the value

of s for the place of the instru-

ment, less the value of s for the

back-point, less the forward de-

flection at the back-point for the

place of the instrument. This is

obvious from an inspection of the

triangle formed by the two auxil-

iary tangents and the chord join-

ing the two points in question.

Thus, Fig. 3, when the instru-

ment is at point 4, the back de-

flection for point 2 is equal to

100' 30' 32' 30" = 37' 30."

In the manner above described

has been calculated the complete
table of deflections from auxiliary

tangents at chord-points, for every chord-point of the

spiral up to point 20, Table II. It is evident, that by

FIG.
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means of this table the entire spiral may be located, the

transit being set over any chord-point desired, while the

chain is carried around the curve in the usual manner
;

also, that the curve may be laid out in the reverse direc-

tion from any chord-point not above the 2oth, since all

the back deflections are also given.

7. Variation in the chord-length.
We have thus far assumed the spiral to be constructed

upon chords of 100 feet, but it is evident that such a

spiral would be entirely too long for practical use
;

it

would be 1700 feet long before reaching a 3 curve.

We must, therefore, assume a shorter chord ; but in

so doing it will not be necessary to recalculate the

angles and deflections, for these remain the same whatever

be the chord-length. By shortening the chord-length we

merely construct the spiral on a smaller scale. The
values of x and y and of the radii of the arcs at corre-

sponding points are proportional to the chord-lengths,

and the degrees of curve for corresponding chords are

(nearly) inversely proportional to the same.

Thus for any chord-length c we have :

c
x : x 1QO :: c : 100, or x = ^100 -

100

c

y : Vioo :: c : 100, or y y100 .

100

cRs : jRiM :: c : 100, or R3 ^?100 .

100

Let Ds
= the degree of curve due to radius JRS ,

and

.Z}100 = the degree of curve due to radius ^10 o? then,

100 100
A ~

: TTv and -*MOO
2 sin

whence
IOO

sin 1 D, = sin 4- Z>JO o,
T* C
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in which Ds is the degree of curve upon any chord in a

spiral of chord-length c, and Z>100 is the degree of curve

upon the corresponding chord in the spiral of chord-

length 100.

Accordingly, if we assume a chord-length of 10 feet

the values of x and y will be of those calculated for
100

a chord-length of 100 feet, while the degree of curve

on each chord will be (nearly) 10 times as great as be-

fore.

8. In the construction of Table III., we have as-

sumed the chord to have every length successively from

10 feet to 50 feet, varying by a single foot, and have

calculated the corresponding values of x, y and Z)8 .

The logarithm of x is also added, and the, length of

spiral nc.

We are thus furnished with 41 distinct spirals, but

since the same spiral may be taken with a different

number of chords (not less than three) to suit different

cases, the variations which the tables furnish amount to

no less than 500 spirals, some one or more of which

will be adapted to any case that can arise. The maxi-

mum length of spiral has been taken at 400 feet
;
the

shortest spiral given is 3x10 feet = 30 feet. Be-

tween these limits may be found spirals of various

lengths.

9. The elements of a spiral are :

D^ The degree of curve on the last chord,

,
The number of chords used,

c
y
The chord-length,

n x c
y
The length of spiral,

s, The central angle of the spiral,

x
y y, The coordinates of the terminal point.

Every spiral must terminate, or join the circular curve
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at a regular chord-point of which the coordinates are

known.

10. To select a spiral.

The terminal chord of a spiral must subtend a degree
of curve less than that of the circular curve which fol-

lows, but the next chord beyond (were the spiral pro-

duced) must subtend a degree of curve equal to or

differing but a little from that of the circular curve.

Thus, if the circle were a 10 degree curve, the spiral

may consist of 5 chords 10 feet long (the degree of

curve on the 6th chord being 10 oo' 45"), or of 15

chords 26 feet long (the degree of curve on the i6th

chord being 10 16' 09"), the length of 'spiral is 50 feet

in one case and 390 in the other
;
between these limits

the tables furnish 15 other spirals of intermediate length,

all adapted to join a 10 degree curve.

We may therefore introduce one more condition which

will fix definitely the proper spiral to employ. If the

length of spiral be assumed, we seek in the tables those

values of n and c which are consistent with the required
value of Ds for

(;/ -h i), at the same time that their

product, nc, equals as nearly as may be the assumed

length of spiral. Thus, if with a 10 degree curve a

length of about 130 feet were desirable, we should select

either

n = 8, f= 15, D9 10 oo' 45"; nc 120 ft;

or ;z =-9, c= 16, Ds 10 25' 51"; nc 144 ft.

Ds is always taken for (n.+ i). When circumstances

permit, a chord-length of about 30 feet will give the

best proportioned spirals. With a 30 foot chord-length
the length of spiral will be about 770 times the super-
elevation of the outer rail at a velocity of 35 miles per
hour.
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The value of s depends on the number of chords (n)

and is independent of the chord-length. If the angle s

were selected from the table, this would fix the number

n, and we must then choose the chord-length c so as to

give the proper value of Ds . Thus, if s were assumed
=

9 10' then n = 10, and = 18 ft. or 19 ft., giving
Ds 10 ii

r

54" or 9 39' 36" to suit a 10 degree curve,

and making the length (nc) of the spiral either 170 or

1 80 ft., according to the spiral selected.

The coordinates (<x,y) depend on the values of both

n and c. They are used in solving the problems of

the spiral, being taken directly from Table III. for this

purpose, under the value of c and opposite the value

of n.
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CHAPTER III.

ELEMENTARY PROBLEMS.

ii. To find the length C of any long chord

beginning at the point of spiral S. Fig. 4. Let

L be the other extremity of the long

chord, x, y the coordinates of L, and

/ the deflection angle YSL at S for

the point L.

Then

or

C = -
cos i

. (I.)

.

sin /

"

The values of x, y and / are found

in Tables III. and II.

Example. In the spiral of chord-

length = 30 ft. what is the length of

the long chord from S to the loth

point ?
FIG. 4:

From Table III., log x 1.224491
/ 3 12' 28" log sin 8.747853

C 299.66 Ans. 2.476638

12. To find the lengths of the tangents from
the points S and L to their intersection E.

Fig. 4. Let x, y be the coordinates of L, and s the
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spiral angle for the point L. Then s the deflection

angle between the tangents at E, and

LE = - SE^y x cot s . . . . (2.)sm s

The values of x
y y and s are found in Tables III. and

IV.

Example. In the spiral of chord-length 40 extending
to the pth point, what are the tangents LE and SE ?

From Table III., log x 1.219075
"

IV., s 7 30' log sin 9.115698

LE = 126.87 2.103377

log A* 1.219075

s 7 30' log cot 0.880571

125.790 2.099646

y 359-352

SE = 233.562

13. To find the length C of any long chord
KL. Fig. 4. Let x, y be the coordinates of L, and

x
r

, y the coordinates of K
;
and let a be the angle LKN

which LK makes with the main tangent, and / the de-

flection angle KLE', and /" the deflection angle LKE'.

Then a = (s i) at the point L, = (s
!

+ /') at K.

KNKL = -T-^r-T or
cos LKN

(3.)cos a

Example. In the spiral of chord-length 18 what is the
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length of the long chord from point 12 to point 20?

Here K = 12 and L = 20 = n.

From Table III., y 346.47
TJ fl IV \

y 214.?

'

log 2.119352

From Table II., / 13

f I0-0 7 '23
"

.

*

. a 23 07' 23" log cos 9.963629

.'. C 143-13 2 - I 557 23

14. To find the lengths of the tangents from

any two points L and K to their intersection at

E'. Fig. 4. Let s, s
f

be the spiral angles for the points

L and K respectively. Then (s /) the deflection

angle between tangents at E'. Having first found C
LK by the last problem we have in the triangle LKE'

TTT' c sin *' W- ^ sm/
'

(A \L.& = -. jr KJl. 7
-

7T (4-)
sin (s s) sin (s s )

Example. In the spiral of chord-length 18 what are

the tangents for the points 12 and 20 ?

By last example, C log 2.155723

From Table IV.,

(s
-

s) 35 n 13 = 22 log sin 9-573575

2.582148
From Table II., i 10 07' 23" log sin 9.244927

.', LE' = 67.15 1.827075

Again: 2.582148

Table II.
,

/ 11 52' 37'' log sin 9.313468

,-. KE' = 78.635 1.895616
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FlG

15. Given : A circular curve

and spiralsjoining two tangents,

to find the tangent dis-

tance T, = VS. Fig. 5.

Let S be the point of spiral,

V the intersection of the tan-

gents, SL the spiral, LH one

half the circular curve, and O
its centre. In the diagram
draw GLI parallel to the tan-

Is, gent VS, and GN, LM, and

OI perpendicular to VS. Join

OL and OV.

Then

IOL = s
; IOV = i A ;

OL = R'
;
SM =y ;

LM = x.

Now SV = SM 4- NV -f MN.

But NV = GN . tan VGN = x tan \ A.

MN = GL = OL^ = R'
Sin (i A ~ S]

-

Hence

sin OGI cos ^A

, sin (| A s)

...(s.)

Example. Let the degree of the circular curve be

>' = 7 20', and the angle between tangents, A =42.
Let the spiral values be c = 2.3 ;

n 9 .

'

. s = 7,3o'
Then by the last equation and the tables,

y
x

21

206.627

log

log tan

0.978743

9-5 84i77

3,6,55 0.562920
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R' 7 20' C log 2.893118

iA s 13 30' log sin 9.368185

j-A 21 a. c. log cos 0.029848

195.502 2.291151

.

'

. Ta
= 405-784

l6. When an approximate value of T, is only re-

quired we may employ a more convenient formula

derived from the fact that the line OI produced bisects

the spiral SL very nearly, and that the ordinate to the

spiral on the line OI, being only about
-g- x, may be neg-

lected. Thus,

Approx. T, If tan |A + i nc. . . (6.)

Example. Same as above.

R' 7 20' C log 2.893118

I A 21 log tan 9.5,84177-'

300.1. 2.477295

i^ = ix9X23 103.5

.

'

. 71 == approx. 403.6 >

Remark. This formula, eq. (6) when K is" taken equal

to the radius corresponding to the degree of curve

Ds for (n -f i), gives practically correct results. But

as in practice, the value of R 1

will differ somewhat frcm

the radius of D# so the value of T
8 derived from this

formula will differ more or less from the true value, as

in the last example.

1/17. Given : the tangent distance T
y SV, and the

angle A ,
and the length of spiral SL, to find the radius

K of the circular curve, LH, Fig. 5. The length
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of spiral is expressed by nc, hence we have from the

last equation.

approx.,
' = (Ta \nc) cot -JA. . . .(7.)

After R' is thus found, the values of n and c are to be

determined, such that, while their product equals the

given length of spiral as nearly as may be, the value of

Z>4 for (n -f i) shall correspond nearly with R '. The
values of n and c are quickly found by reference to

Table III.

Examble. Let Ts
= 406, A = 42, and nc = 170.

T9 \nc 321 log 2.5065

lA 21 log COt. 0.4158

Jt' = say, 6 51' curve, 2.9223

By reference to Table III., we find that when n = 8

and c = 22, the product nc being 176, the value of D3

for (n + i) is 6 49' 19", and this is the best spiral to

use in this case. But as this spiral is longer than our

assumed one, we should decrease the value of Jt' some-

what, if we would nearly preserve the given value of

Ts . For instance, assume R' radius of 6 54' curve,

and using the same spiral, calculate by eq. (4) the re-

sulting value of TS9
and we shall find T = 408.646.

As this is an exact value of T* for the values of R\ n

and c last assumed, and is also a close approximation to

the value first given, it will probably answer the purpose

completely. If, however, for any
* reason the precise

value of Ts 406 is required, we may find the precise

radius which will give it by the following problem.

l8. Given: a curve, and spiral, and tangent-distance,
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T to find the difference in
'

corresponding to

any small difference in the value of Ts.

If in eq. (5) we assume a constant spiral, and give to

K two values in succession and subtract one resulting

value of Ts from the other, we shall find for their dif-

ference,

diff. Ts =
"h (**"').

diff. jf. . (8.)cos fa
Hence

diff . jf = .

COS * A
diff. Tv . (9.)

sin (iA j)

Example. When J?' = rad. 6 54' curve, n = 8, c

22, 7^ = 408.646 ;
what radius will make Ts

= 406 with

the same spiral ?

Eq. (9) diff. T,= 2.646 log 0.422590

3- A, 21 log COS 9.970152

(-3-
A s), 15 a. c. log sin 0.587004

.'. diff. 1? 9-544 0.979746
*' 6 54' 830.876

. *. Required radius 821.332, or 6 58' 49" curve.

Remark. Care must be taken to observe whether in

thus changing the value of 7?', the value of Z>', the de-

gree of curve, is so far changed as to require a different

spiral according to the rule for the selection of
spiral^

10. Should this be the case (which is not very likely),

we may adopt the new spiral, and proceed with a new
calculation as before.

1 9- Given : a circular curve with spirals joining two

tangents, to find the external distance . VH,
Fig- 5-
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Let SL be the spiral, LH one-half the circular curve,

and O its centre.

Then VH = VG + GO - OH.

But VG = ^T^r
-
~~TT >

and in the triangle
cos VGN cos A

rni rn T n sin OLI -- & cos s

GOL, GO = LO . ^-^7^ Jt
sin LGO (cos

x _
;

cos s
s

--
1

- T> .

COS-^A COS^A

or for computation without logarithms

^ f ^ (cos ^ cosJ-A ) / x^
"cosfA"

Example. Let Z>
f =

7 20', A = 42, and for the

spiral let n 9, ^ = 23, giving ^ = 7 30', and for

(0 + i), .A - 7 T 5' 4"-

Eq. (10) a; log 0.978743

^A 21 a. c. log cos 0.029848

10.200 1.008591

K 7 20' log 2.893118

s 7 30' log cos 9.996269

-JA2I a. c. log cos 0.029848

830.300 2.919235

sum 840.500

./?' 7 20' 781.840

s 58.660
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20. Given : The angle A at the vertex and the dis-

tance VH = to determine the radius R' of a
circular curve with spirals connecting the tangents
and passing through the point H. Fig. 5.

Solving eq. (n) for R' we have

K _ E, cos
-j-
A x

cos s cos 4- A \ )

But as this expression involves x and s of a spiral de-

pendent on the value of R' we must first find R' approxi-

mately, then select the spiral, and finally determine the

exact value of R' by eq. (12). The radius R of a simple
curve passing through the point H is a good approxima-
tion to R '. It is found by eq. (27) Field Engineering:

R
exsec -J-A

'

or the degree of curve D may be found by dividing the

external distance of a i curve for the angle A by the

given value of Es . But evidently the value of D' will

be greater than D
y
and we may assume D' to be from

10' to i
c

greater according to the given value of A, the

difference being more as A is less. We now select from

Table III. a value of DK suited to D' so assumed, and

corresponding at the same time to any desired length of

spiral. Since Ds so selected corresponds to (n 4- i) we

take the values of n and x from the next line above

Ds
in the table, find the value of s from Table IV., and

by substituting them in eq. (12) derive the true value of

R 1

for the spiral selected.

Example. Let A 42 and E
s
= 70, to find the value

of R' with suitable spirals.

From table of externals for i curve, when A = 42

E 407--64, which divided by 70 gives 5.823 ;
or D =
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5 50'. Assume D' say 20' greater, giving D' 6 10'

approx. If we desire a spiral about 300 feet long we

find, Table III., n = 10, c = 30, and for (n -f i) Ds

6 06' 49". For 72 = 10, s = 9 10'.

Eq. (12) cos^A, 21 -9335 8

^ 7

65-35 o6

x 16.768

48.5826 log 1.686481

cos s 9 10' .98723

COsiA 21 .93358 .05365 log 8.729570

.*. R' = rad. (say) 6 20' curve. 905.55 2.956911

Proof. Take the exact radius of a 6 20' curve and

the above spiral and calculate Ea by eq. (10) or (n).
We shall obtain Es

=
69.97. Again : if we desire a

spiral of 200 feet, we find, Table III., n = 8, c = 25, and

for (n + i) D, 6, and by eq. (12) R' rad. of (say)

6 02' curve
;
and by way of proof we find E, = 69.96.

Again : if we desire a spiral of about 400 feet, we find,

Table III., n = 12, c = 33, s 13, and for (n -f i)

D, 6 34' 07". Hence by eq. (12) R' rad. of (say)

6 50' curve. By way of proof we find eq. (TO) E, =

Remark. It is thus evident that a variety of curves

with suitable spirals will satisfy the problem, but D' is

increased as the spiral is lengthened for in the ex-

ample, with a 200 ft. spiral, D' 6 02'
;
with a 300 ft.

spiral, D' = 6 20'; and with a 396 ft. spiral, I)'

6 50'. Therefore the length of spiral, as well as the

value of A, must be considered in first assuming the

value of I}' as compared with D of a simple curve.
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21. In case the value of R
',
as calculated by eq. (12),

should give a value to D' inconsistent with the spiral

assumed, we may easily ascertain by consulting the

table what spiral will be suitable. Choosing a spiral of

the same number of chords, but of a different chord-

length c, we may calculate R' (a new value) as before
;

or the work may be somewhat abbreviated by the fol-

lowing method :

Given : a change in the value of x^ eq. (12) to find the

corresponding change in the value of R'\ n being con-

stant.

If the values of Es , A, and s remain unchanged, we

find, by giving to x any two values, and subtracting one

resulting value of R' from the other,

- -
COS S COS - A

that is, R' increases as x decreases, and the differences

bear the ratio of -
= .

cos s cos YA

Example. Let A = 42, Es
= 70, and for the spiral

let n 10, c
~

30, s = 9 10', as in the last example,

giving R' = 905.55 ;
to find the change in R' due to

changing c from 30 to 29.

Eq. (13) for c 30, x = 16.768

for c 29, x = 16.209

diff. x .559 log 9.7474

cos s COS^A (as before) .05365 log 8.7296

.'. diff. R' 10.42 1.0178

old value 95-55

. *. new R' 9 T 5-97 -&' (say) 6 J 6',
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which agrees well with Ds 6 19' 29" for (n 4- i) in

the new spiral.

If we prove this result by calculating the value of

Es
for these new values by eq. (10) we shall find E, =

69.93.

The slight discrepancy between these calculated

values of Es
and the original is due solely to assuming

the value of D' at an exact minute instead of at a

fraction.
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CHAPTER IV.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS.

22. Given : two tangents joined by a simple curve, to

find a circular arc with spirals joining the same tan-

gents, that will replace the simple curve on the

same ground as nearly as may be, and preserve the
same length of line. Fig. 6.

To fulfill these conditions it is evident that the new
curve must be outside of the old one at the middle

point H, since the

spirals are inside

of the simple
curve at its tan-

gent points ; also,

the radius of the

new "curve must

be less than that

of the old one,

otherwise the cir-

cle passing out- ox

side of H would

cut the given tan-

gents.

Let SV, Fig. 6

be one tangent,

and V the vertex. FlG - 6 -

Let AH be one half the simple curve, and O its centre.

Let SL be one spiral, LH' one half the new circular
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arc, and O' its centre. Draw the bisecting line VO, the

radii AO = R and LO' = R', and the perpendicular
LM = x. Then MS =y. Produce the arc H'L to A'

to meet the radius O'A' drawn parallel to OA, and let

|A = the angle AOH = A'O'H'. Let s = the angle

A'OX = the angle of the spiral SL. Let h the radial

offset HH' at the middle point of the curve. Draw
O'N and LF perpendicular to OA, LF intersecting O'A
at I.

a. To find the radius R 1

of the new arc LH' in terms

of a selected spiral SL.

We have from the figure AO = ML -f FN + NO.
But AO = R, ML =

x, FN = LO' cos s = R' cos s

and NO = O'O cos A = (OH' - O'H') cos A =
(h + R R'} cos \ A

;
and substituting we have

R = x + R' cos s + (h + R R') cos A . (14.)

whence

, _ R vers ^ A h + cos \ A 4- x . ,

cos s cos A cos ^ cos \ A

It is found in practice that h bears a nearly constant

ratio to x for all cases under the conditions assumed in

this problem. Let k = the ratio and the last equa-

tion may be written

, _ R vers \ A __ (/EcosjA + i)x , , x

cos s cos 4 A cos s cos -J A

which gives the radius of the new arc LH' in terms of

s, ~v and k.
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b. To find the offset h = HH' :

From eq. (14) we derive

h cos \ A R
(
i cos 4- A )

R
(
i vers s) 4-

R' cos Y A x
= jB(i

- cos| A) ^'O- cosiA)-h
-#' vers s x

(R R') vers J A + -#' vers .$ #.

Hence

*g=X -
*') exsec 4- A + --

(17.)cos i A cos i A

which gives the value of h in terms of s,
x and -#'.

C. 70 /// ///^ ^//^ of d AS :

We have from the figure SM = SA + NO' + IL.

But SM=j;, SA = 4 NO'= OO ;

sin | A and IL =
LO' sin s, and by substitution,

y d + (h + R R') sin
-J-
A +7?' sin j.

Hence

^=7 ~ [(;/ + R R') sin| A + ^'sin^] (18.)
\

which gives the distance on the tangent from the point

of curve A to the point of spiral S.

d. To compare the lengths of the new and old lines :

SAH = SA + AH = d+ 100^-, . .(19.)

in which D is the degree of curve of AH
;

SLH' = SL + LH' = n . c + 100 *

in which D' is the degree of curve of LH'.
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If the spiral and arc have been properly selected, the

two lines will be of equal length or practically so.

The last two equations assume the circular curves to

be measured by 100 foot chords in the usual manner,
but when the curves are sharp it is often desirable that

they should agree in the length of actual arcs, especially

where the rail is already laid on the simple curve. For

this purpose we use the formulae

SAH(arc) = </+*. A. ~ (21.)

SLH' (arc) = n .c + R - j
~

(22.)

in which the angle is expressed in degrees and decimals.

If the odd minutes in the angle cannot be expressed by
an exact decimal of a degree, the angle should be re-

duced to minutes, and the divisor of ft changed from

180 to 10800.

The value of
-

is .0174533 log 8.241877
IoO

it-
is .00029089

:

6.463726.
10800

The length of spiral is given by chord measure in the

last equations, since the chords are so short and subtend

such small angles that the difference between chord and

arc is not material to the problem.

e. To select a spiral in a given case, we require to

know approximately the value of D', and to select the

spiral (n . c) such that the value of Ds for (n + i) shall

not differ greatly from the value of D '. To aid in find-
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ing approximate values of D' and k, Table V. has been

prepared for curves ranging from 2 to 16 and central

angles (A) ranging from 10 to 80.

Assume s at pleasure (less than i A
), which fixes the

value of n. Then inspect Table V. opposite n for

values of D and A next above and below the values of

D and A in the given problem, and by inference or in-

terpolation decide on the probable values of k and D'.

Then in Table III. select that value of c which gives

Ds for (n -h i) most nearly agreeing with D' . Now
calculate R' by eq. (16), and as this will usually give

the degree of curve D' fractional, take the value of

D' to the nearest minute only, and assume the corre-

sponding value of R' as the real value of R'. A table

of radii makes this operation very simple.

But should it happen that D' differs too widely from

from Ds(n + ^ to make an easy curve, increase or di-

minish the chord-length c by i, thus giving a new value

to x in eq. (16), and also a new value of J}s (n + I)

with which to compare the resulting D'. In changing
x only the last term of eq. (16) is affected, and the first

term does not require recalculation.

f. When the value of R1
is decided, substitute it in

eq. (17) and calculate h. But if it happens that the

value of R' selected differs not materially from the result

of eq. (16), we have at once h = kx
;
or in case the value

of R' is changed considerably from the result of eq. (16),

the corresponding change in h will be

. ....... . cos s cos -J-A ,. D , , 1X
diff. h - diff. R

,
. (22t)

cosf A

which may therefore be applied as a correction to h kx,

and we thus avoid the use of eq. (17). Eq. (22^) is de-
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rived from eq. (15) by supposing h to have any two

values, and subtracting the resulting values of R' from
each other. Note that h diminishes as R! increases, and
vice versa.

When R' and h are found, proceed to find d by eq.

(18), and the length of lines by eq. (19), (20), or by
(21), (22), as may be preferred. But to produce equal-

ity of actual arcs, k must be a little greater than when

equality by chord-measure is desired.

Should the lines not agree in length so nearly as de-

sired, a change of one minute in the value of D 1

may produce the desired result, but any such change
necessitates, of course, a recalculation of h and d.

The values of k in Table V. appear to vary irregu-

larly. This is due to the selection of D' to the nearest

minute, and also to the choice of spiral chord-lengths,

c, not in an exact series. The reader is recommended
to supplement this table by a record of the problems he

solves, so that the values of R' and k may be approxi-
mated with greater certainty.

Example. Given a 6 curve, with a central angle of

A 50 12', to replace it by a circular arc with spirals,

preserving the same length of line. Assume s = 7 30'

giving n = 9.

Since 6 is an average of 4 and 8, while 50 12' is

nearly an average of 40 and 60, we examine Table V.

under 4 curve and 8 curve, and opposite A 40
and 60 on the same line as s = 7 30', and take an

average of the four values of Z>s (n + r), thus found;
also of the four values of k

;
we thus find approx. k =

.0885, and D' = 6 18' . Now looking in Table
III^

opposite n 9, we find that when c = 26, Ds (n + i)

6 24' 48", we therefore assume c = 26, and proceed to

calculate R' by eq. (16).
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Eq. (16) cos j 7 30' -99 X44

COS^A 25 06'
-9055^

.08587 a. c. log 1.066159

R 6 log 2.980170

vers^-A 25 o6
r

log 8.975116

1050.6 log 3.021445

cos s cos -JA a. c. log 1.066159

I '-f y^COS 4- A = 1.080 0.033424
x 1.031989

135-4 2.131572

.'. R' (say 6 16') 9 Z 5- 2

Eq.(i 7 ) JK6 955-366
R' 6 1 6' 914-75

(R R') 40.616 log 1.608697

exsec ^A 25 06' log 9.018194

4.235 log 0.626891

R' 6 16' log 2.961303
vers s

, 7 30' log 7.932227
cos -}A 25 06' a. c. log 0.043079

8.642 log 0.936609

12.877

log 1.031989
i 25 .06' a. c. log 0.043079

11.887 1-075068

.*. h 0.990
Eq. (18) (R - R') 40.616

41.606 log 1.619156
sin ^-A 25 06' log 9.627570

17.649 log 1.246726
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R r

6 16'

sin s 7 30'
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23 Given : a simple curve joining two tangents, to

move the curve inward along the bisecting line VO
so that it mayjoin a given spiral without change
of radius. Fig. 7.

Let SL be the given

spiral, AH one-half of the

given curve, and HL a

portion of the same curve

in its new position, and

compounded with the

spiral at L.

To find the distance

h = HH' = OO 7
:

Since the new radius is

equal to the old one, or

^?'= R, we have from eq.

(17) by changing the sign

of h, since it is taken in the opposite direction,

x R vers s

COS

To find the distance d = AS :

Changing the sign of h in eq. (18) and making R!

R we have

d y (R sin s h sin -J A) (
2 4-)

This problem is best adapted to curves of large

radius and small central angle.

Example. Given, a curve D = i 40' and A

26 40', and a spiral s = i, n = 3, and c = 40, to find

// and d and the length LH'.

Eq. (23) R i 40' log 3-5363

vers s i log 6. 1 82 7

cos i A 13 20' a. c. log 0.0119
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538 log 9-7309

x log 9.9109
cos-J-A* a. c. log 0.0119

.837 9.9228

.'.// .299

Eq. (24) R i 40' log 3.536289
sin s i

u "
8.241855

59.999 x -778l44

- 2 99 log 9-4757
sin 4 A 13 20 9.3629

.069 8.8386

59-93

y 119.996

.

*

. d 60.066

H'O'L ^ (| A -
s)
= 12 20' .-. H'L = 740 feet.

24. Given, a simple curve joining two tangents, to

compound the curve near each end with an arc

and spiral joining the tangent without disturbing the

middle portion of the curve. Fig. 8.

Let H be the middle point of the given curve, Q the

point of compounding with the new arc, and L the

point where the new arc joins the spiral SL.

Let s = the spiral angle, and let = AOQ. Now in

this figure AOQS will be analogous to AOH'S of Fig. 6,

if in the latter we suppose H' to coincide with H or

// = o. If, therefore, in eq. (15) we write for -J- A and

make // = o, we have for the new radius O'Q,

, _ R vers x . .

~
cos s cos 0'

'
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in terms of and the

spiral assumed. But

as the value of D'

resulting is likely to

be fractional and

must be adhered to,

it is preferable to as-

sume jR' a little less

than R, select a suit-

able spiral and cal-

culate the angle 0.

Resolving eq. (17)

after making h = o

and replacing \ A

by 0, we have FIG. 8.

vers :=
r-JT' vers s

(26.)

The angle so found must be less than
-3-
A , and in-

deed for good 'practice should not exceed
3-
A. If too

large, may be reduced by assuming a smaller value of

^', and repeating the calculation with a suitable spiral.

Otherwise it will be preferable to use one of the forego-

ing problems in place of this. This problem is specially

useful when the central angle is very large.

To find the distance d AS, we have only to write

for 4 A and make h = o in eq. (18), whence

dy -
\(R

-
J?') sin + R' sin^] . . . (27.)

Example. Given a curve D ~
2 30', A =35, to

compound it with a curve D' = 2 40' and a spiral s =
2 30', n = 5, < = 37.
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Eq. (26) R 2 30' 2292.01

R' 2 40' 2148.79

R- R 1

X
143.22

R- R'

vers s 2 30'
o r

2 40R'

.-. versO 6 28' 30"

Eq. (2 1}R-R'
sin <* 6 28' 30"

R'

sin s

2
U
40'

2 30'

.-. d
AH

log 2.156004

log 0.471203

0020663 log 8.315199

a. c. log 7.843996

log 6.978536
*

log 3-33 2I 93

log 8. 154725.014280

.006383

16.151

93.729

109.880

184.962

log 2.156004

9.052192

1.208196

3-33 2I 93

8.639680

1.971873

775.082

SL, n.c 185.00

LQ, - s = 3 58' 30" 149.06

QH, i A = n oi' 30" 441.00 775- 6

Difference .022
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25. Given: a compound curve joining two tan-

gents, to replace it by another with spirals, pre-

serving the same length of line. Fig. 9.

Let A 2
= AO 2P,

the angle of the arc

AP, and A, =
PdB, the angle of

the arc PB. Let

^2 A O 2 , and
R, = BO,.

Adopting the

method of 22,

the offset h must

be made at the

point of compound
curve P instead of

at the middle point.

Cons idering first

the arc of the

larger radius AO 2 ,

the formulae of 22

will be made to
FIG. 9.

apply to this case by writing A 2 in place of \ A
,
and

Ri in place of R, whence eq. (16)

vers A g

cos s cos A 2

(k cos A 2 + i) x
cos s cos A 2

,

and eq. (17)

7 / r> r> f\ A ,
* vers s X t \h (R^ R^) exsec A 2 + -

(20.)
COS A 2 COS A 2

and eq. (18)

d=y. - [(k + R, - RJ) sin A 2 + R* sin s] . . (30.)
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But in considering the second arc PB, we must retain

the value of // already found in eq. (29) in order that

the arcs may meet in P'. We therefore use eq. (15)

which, after the necessary changes in notation, becomes

n ,
R

l vers A l h cos A , + x , x
. . .

cos s cos A
j cos s cos A !

which value of lt\ must be adhered to.

The spiral selected for use in the last equation is in-

dependent of the spiral just used in connection with J?./.

It should be so selected that while suitable for ^?/ its

value of x may be equal to as nearly as may be, the
K

value of k being inferred from Table V. for D' and

2 A!.

Assuming the value of 7?/ found by eq. (31)? even

though DI be fractional, we may verify the value of h by

h = (JP,
- ft) exsec A , + L - -

(32 .)
cos A j cos A j

and then proceed to find d' = BS' by

d j -y- [(h + ^ -J?,') sin A, f.tf/sin.f] (33.)

Example. Given the compound curve D == 8., A
,

29 and Z>2
= 6, A 2

= 25o6' : to replace it by an-

other compound curve connected with the tangents by

spirals.

Considering first the 6 branch of the curve, we may
assume the spiral s = 73o', n = 9, c = 26. This part

of the problem is then identical with the example given

in 22, by which we find h .990 and d 96.531.

To select a spiral for the 8 branch, having reference

at the same time to this value of h
;
we find in Table V.
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underD = 8 and opposite A 2 A l
= 58 or say 60,

that the given value of h falls between the tabular

values of 7* for nc = 9 x 20, and //^ = io"x 22. We there-

fore infer that the spiral ^ 9x21 is most suitable to

this case. Adopting this, we have

Eq. (31) COS.T 73o'.99144
COS A! 29.87462

.11682 log 9.0675 1 7 a>c - l

R, 8
"

2.855385

vers A^ "
9.098229

769.302
"

2.886097
h cos 29 .866

x 8.694

9.560
:<

0.980458
cos s cos A! a.c.

"
0.932483

8i.83 5
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For the methods of computing the lengths of lines,

see 22.

26. Given : a compound curve joining two tangents,

to move the curve inward along the line PO 2 so that

spirals may be introduced without changing the ra-

dii. Fig. 10.

The distance h = PP' is found for the arc of larger

Fig. 10.

radius AO 2 by the following formula derived by analogy

from eq. (23):

, ___
x R* vers s

.
,

^

cos A 2

and for the distance d = AS we have analogous to eq.

d y ( z sin, /fcsin A 2 ) . (35.)
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. Now the same value of /*, found by eq. (34) must be

used for the arc PB, and a spiral must be selected which

will produce this value. To find the proper spiral, we
have from eq. (34) after changing the subscripts,

x R
l
vers s + h cos A

^
. . (36.)

The last term is constant. The values of x and s must

be consistent with each other, and approximately so with

the value of R^. Assume s at any probable value, and

calculate x by eq. (36). Then in Table III. look for

this value of x opposite n corresponding to j, and note

the corresponding value of the chord-length c. Com-

pare Ds of the table with Z>i and if the disagreement is

too g^eat select another value of s and proceed as be-

fore.

The term JR^ vers s may be readily found, and with

sufficient accuracy for this purpose, by dividing the value

of R i versj Table IV. by Z> lm If the calculated value

of x is not in the Table III., it may be found by inter-

polating values of c to the one tenth of a foot, since for

a given value of s or/n the values of x and y are pro-

portional to the values of c.

When the proper spiral has been found and the value

of c determined, it only remains to find the value of d =
BS'by

d y (Ri sin s h sin A i),
. (37.)

in which the value of y will be taken according to the

values of c and s just established.

Example. Given: Z>2 i4o', A 2
= 13 20', Z>

1

= 3,
and A = 224o', to apply spirals without change of

radii. Fig. 10.

Assume for the i 40' arc the spiral s i, n = 3,

c 40. This part of the problem is then identical with

the example given in 23, from which we find h = 0.299.
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For the second part, if we assume s i 40', n = 4,

and find by Table IV. ^ vers s = ^ = 0.808, we
o

have by eq. (36)

x = 0.808 -f 0.277 1.085,

the nearest value to which in Table III. is under c =
25, giving Ds =2 40', or for (n + i), D = 3 20', which

is consistent with Dl 3. By interpolation we find

that our value of x corresponds exactly to c = 24.85,

n = 4, and therefore the spiral should be laid out on the

ground by using this precise chord.

In order to find d = BS' we first find the value of y
by interpolation for c =24.85, when by eq. (37) we^ have

*T= 99-39 1 - (55-554
~

0.115) = 43-95 2 -

27. Given : a compound curve joining two tan-

gents, to introduce spirals without disturbing
the point of^^

B compou nd
curvature P.

Fig. ii.

a. The radius

of each arc may
be shortened, giv-

ing two new arcs

compounded at

the same point

P. Having se-

lected a suitable

spiral, we have

for the arc AP

s by analogy from

eq- (15), since

Fig.
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_ Rv vers A 2 x
cos ^ cos A 2

'

43

(38.)

and, similarly, after selecting another spiral for the arc

PB,

_ ^, vers A
,

x
cos s cos Aj

" " V39-J

From eq. (18) we have for the distance AS,

d~y \_(R* RI'] sin A 2 + RJ sin s], . (40.)

and for the distance BS',
/

d ~ y [(XL Ri') sin A! + RI sin s] . (41.)

The values of

DI and Dj re-

sulting from eq.

(39) and (40)

must be adhered

to, even though

involving a frac-

tion of a minute.

b. Either arc

may be again com-

pounded at some

point Q, leaving
the portion PQ
undisturbed, as

explained in 24.

Fig. 12.

Let e = the an- Fig. 12.

gle AO 2Q, and we have from eq. (26), after selecting a
suitable spiral and assuming .#./,

vers
vers s
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For the distance AS, we have from eq. (27)

d = y - [(.
- A') sin + RJ sin j] . (43.)

Similar formulae will determine the angle = BOjQ'
and the distance BS' for the other arc PB in terms of a

suitable spiral : thus,

x R\ vers s

d y - [(^ - ^/) sin + ^/ sin s] . (45.)

The method a may be adopted with one arc and the

method b with the other if desired, since the point P is

not disturbed in either case. The former is better

adapted to short arcs, the latter to long ones.

These methods apply also to compound curves of

more than two arcs, only the extreme arcs being altered

in such cases.
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CHAPTER V.

FIELD WORK.

28. HAVING prepared the necessary data by any of

the preceding formulae, the engineer* locates the point S

on the ground by measuring along the tangent from V
or from A. He then places the transit at S, makes the

verniers read zero, and fixes the cross-hair upon the tan-

gent. He then instructs the chainmen as to the proper
chord c to use in locating the spiral, and as they meas-

ure this length in successive chords, he makes in succes-

sion the deflections given in Table II. under the

heading "Inst. at S," lining in a pin or stake at the end

of each chord in the same manner as for a circle.

When the point Las reached by (n) chords, the tran-

sit is brought forward and placed at L
;
the verniers are

made to read the first deflection given in Table II.

under the heading
"
Inst. at n

"
(whatever number n may

be), and a backsight is taken on the point S. If the

verniers are made to read the succeeding deflections, the

cross-hair, should fall successively on the pins already

set, this being merely a check on the work done, until

when the verniers read zero, the cross-hair will define the

tangent to the curve at L. From this tangent the cir-

cular arc which succeeds may be located in the usual

manner.

In case it became necessary to bring forward the tran-

sit before the point L is reached, select for a transit-

point the extremity of any chord, as point 4, for
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example, and setting up the transit at this point, make

the verniers read the first deflection under "
Inst. at 4,"

Table II., and take a backsight on the point S. Then,
when the reading is zero, the cross-hair will define the

tangent to the curve at the point 4, and by making the

deflections which follow in the table opposite 5, 6, &c.,

those points will be located on the ground until the

desired point L is reached by n chords from the begin-

ning S.

The transit is then placed at L, and the verniers set

at the deflection found under the heading
"
Inst. at n

"

(whatever number // may be), and opposite (4) the point

just quitted. A backsight is then taken on point 4,

and the tangent to the curve at L found by bringing the

zeros together, when the circular arc may be proceeded
with as usual.

29. To locate a spiralfrom the point L running toward

the tangent at S : we have first to consider the number of

chords (n) of which the spiral SL is composed. Then,,

placing the transit at L, reading zero upon the tangent

to the curve at L, look in Table II. under the heading
"
Inst. at #," and make the deflection given just above

o oo' to define the first point on the spiral from L
toward S

;
the next deflection, reading up the page, will

give the next point, and so on till the point S is

reached.

The transit is then placed at S
;
the reading is taken

from under the heading "Inst. at S," and on the line n

for a backsight on L. Then the reading zero will give

the tangent to the spiral at the point S, which should

coincide with the given tangent.

If S is not visible from L, the transit may be set up
at any intermediate chord-point, as point 5, for example.

The reading for backsight on L is now found under the
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heading
"

Inst. at 5," and on the line n corresponding to

L
;
while the readings for points between 5 and S are

found above the line 5 of the same table. The transit

being placed at S, the reading for backsight on 5, the

point just quitted, is found under
"

Inst. at S
"

and

opposite 5, when by bringing the zeros together a tan-

gent to the spiral at S will be defined.

30. Since the spiral is located exclusively by its

chord-points, if it be desired to establish the regular 100-

foot stations as they occur upon the spiral, these must be

treated asflusses to the chord-points, and a deflection

angle will be interpolated where a station occurs. To

find the deflection angle for a station succeeding any chord-

point : the differences given in Table II. are the deflec-

tions over one chord-length, or from one point to the

next. For any intermediate station the deflection will

be assumed proportional to the sub-chord, or distance

of the station* from the point. We therefore multiply
the tabular difference by the sub-chord, and divide by the

given chord-length, far the deflection from that point to

the station. This applied to the deflection for the point

will give the total deflection for the station.

This method of interpolation really fixes the station

on a circle passing through the two adjacent chord-

points and the place of the transit, but the consequent
error is too small to be noticeable in setting an ordinary
stake. Transit centres will be set only at chord-points,
as already explained.

31. It is important that the spiral should join the

main tangent perfectly, in order that the full theoretic

advantage of the spiral may be realized. In view of

this fact, and on account of the slight inaccuracies

inseparable from field work as ordinarily performed, it

is usually preferable to establish carefully the two points
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of spiral S and S' on the main tangents, and beginning
at each of these in succession, locate the spirals to the

points L and L'. The latter points are then connected

by means of the proper circular arc or arcs. Any slight

inaccuracy will thus be distributed in the body of the

curve, and the spirals will be in perfect condition.

32. A spiral may be located without deflection angles,

by simply laying off in succession the abscissas y and

ordinates x of Table III. corresponding to the given

chord-length c. The tangent EL at any point L, Fig. 4,

is then found by laying off on the main tangent the dis-

tance YE = x cot s, and joining EL. In using this

method the chord-length should be measured along the

spiral as a check.

33. In making the final location of a railway line

through a smooth country the spirals may be introduced

at once by the methods explained in Chapter III. But

if the ground is difficult and the curves require close ad-

justment to the contour of the surface, it will be more

convenient to make the study of the location in circular

curves, and when these are likely to require no further

alterations, the spirals may be introduced at leisure by
the methods explained in Chapter IV. The spirals

should be located before the work is staked out for con-

struction, so that the road-bed and masonry structures

may conform to the centre line of the track.

34, When the line has been first located by circular

curves and tangents, a description of these will ordi-

narily suffice for right of way purposes ;
but if greater

precision is required the description may include the

spirals, as in the following example :

" Thence by a tangent N. 10 i5'E., 725 feet to station

1132 + 12; thence curving left by a spiral of 8 chords,

288 feet to station 1 135; thence by a 4 12' curve (radius
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1364.5 feet), 666.7 feet to the station 1141 +66.7; thence

by a spiral of 8 chords 288 feet to station 1144 + 54.7

P.T. Total angle 40 left. Thence by a tangent N. 29

45' W.," &c.

35. When the track is laid, the outer rail should re-

ceive a relative elevation at the point L suitable to the

circular curve at the assumed maximum velocity. Usu-

ally the track should be level transversly at the point S,

but in case of very short spirals, which sometimes can-

not be avoided, it is well to begin the elevation of the

rail just one chord-length back of S on the tangent.

36. Inasmuch as the perfection of the line depends
on adjusting the inclination of the track proportionally

to the curvature, and in keeping it so, it is extremely im-

portant that the points S and L of each spiral should be

secured by permanent monuments in the centre of the

track, and by witness-posts at the side of the road. The

posts should be painted and lettered so that they may
serve as guides to the trackmen in their subsequent

efforts to grade and "line up
"
the track. The post op-

posite the point S may receive that initial, and the post

at L may be so marked and also should receive the

figures indicating the degree of curve.

37. The field notes may be kept in the usual manner

for curves, introducing the proper initials at the several

points as they occur. The chord-points of the spiral

may be designated as plusses from the last regular sta-

tion if preferred, as well as by the numbers i, 2, 3, &c.,

from the point S. Observe that the chord numbers

always begin at S, even though the spiral be run in the

opposite direction.
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TABLE IT.

DEFLECTION ANGLES, FOR LOCATING SPIRAL CURVES IN THE

FIELD.

Rule for finding a Deflection.

Read under the heading corresponding to the point at which the

instrument stands, and on the line of the number of the point

observed.

INSTRUMENT AT S.



TABLE II. DEFLECTION ANGLES.

INST. AT i. s = o 10'.



TABLE II. DEFLECTION ANGLES.

INST. AT 5. s = 2 30'.



TABLE II. DEFLECTION ANGLES.

INST. AT g. ^ = 7 30'.



TABLE II. DEFLECTION ANGLES.

INST. AT 13. j= 15 10'.



TABLE II. DEFLECTION ANGLES.

INST. AT 17. j = 25 30'.



TABLE III.

DEGREE OF CURVE AND VALUES OF THE COORDINATES x AND

y, FOR EACH CHORD-POINT OF THE SPIRAL FOR VARIOUS

LENGTHS OF THE CHORD.

f. CHORD-LENGTH = IO.



TABLE III.

r. CHORD-LENGTH = n.



TABLE III.

c. CHORD-LENGTH = 13.



TABLE III.

c. CHORD-LENGTH = 15.



TABLE III.

t. CHORD-LENGTH = 17.



TABLE III.

c. CHORD-LENGTH = 19.



TABLE III.

c. CHORD-LENGTH = 21.



TABLE III.



TABLE III.



TABLE III.



TABLE III.

CHORD-LENGTH -
29.

n.



TABLE ,./

'



TABLE III.

c. CHORD-LENGTH = 33.



TABLE III.

c. CHORD-LENGTH = 35.



TABLE III.

11.



TABLE III.

c. CHORD-LENGTH = 39.



TABLE III.

c. CHORD-LENGTH = 42.



TABLE III.

c. CHORD-LENGTH = 45.



TABLE III.

f. CHORD-LENGTH - 48.



TABLE IV.

FUNCTIONS OF THE ANGLE s.

n.



TABLE

SELECTED SPIRALS FOR A 2 CURVE, GIVING



V.

EQUAL LENGTHS BY CHORD MEASUREMENT.



TABLE

SELECTED SPIRALS FOR A 4 CURVE, GIVING



V.

f

fuinvEESiTY-
Vv *,d

o:H'

*t ^
EQUAL LENGTHS BY cfeQjto ^JTASUR^kENT.



TABLE

SELECTED SPIRALS FOR AN 8 CURVE, GIVING



EQUAL LENGTHS BY CHORD MEASUREMENT.



TABLE

SELECTED SPIRALS FOR A 16 CURVE,



GIVING EQUAL LENGTHS OF ACTUAL ARCS.
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